‘Ideally, daily contact’

Binding recommendation

Find a workstation with app

PhD students argue for maximum number
of supervisees per professor. | p.4 |

BSA a good idea? ‘A binding recommendation is a pretty blunt tool.’ | p.22 |

New: Find a free computer fast on your
smartphone. | p.25 |
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labour of love

>> RIEN + BOARD WORK
Rien Bor, marketing of international education

‘Everyone should do something for
the community’
Rien Bor is a born executive He has been serving on
boards all his life. From school boards to Wageningen
Football Club, from a staff association to the University
Council. And since 1998 he has been a member of
Wageningen municipal council. Last Monday he even
chaired a meeting. But he is not in it to get into the
limelight. ‘Getting things up and running, achieving
something. That is what I like.’ RK / Foto: Guy Ackermans
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BINDING RECOMMENDATION
What a lovely, soothing term: ‘binding recommendation’. It could hardly be more
euphemistic. Have you been kicked out of university for doing nothing? No,
you’ve just had a ‘binding recommendation’ on whether you get to continue.
Sounds a lot better, and makes it a lot easier to break the bad news to you. ‘My
advice would be to try something else rather than this degree course. And that’s
binding, by the way.’
Surprising, really, that the rest of the world has not picked up on this.
Redundancies? Actually, all we are doing is giving half our staﬀ a binding career
recommendation. From now on the police will issue binding speed
recommendations, and if you really step over the mark a court judge will oﬀer
you a six-month binding residence advice. If you are not up to scratch in the love
department, your partner might send a binding relationship recommendation
your way. Saves a lot of rows.
Yes, the world could be a much nicer place if we just took the trouble to
formulate our decisions a bit more elegantly.
Rob Goossens

>> Internship in Texas | p.28
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VWXGHQWWKHURSHV

Supervisors should only be allowed
to have a limited number of PhD
students as this would improve the
quality of the supervision, says the
Wageningen PhD Council (WPC).
There are currently too many cases
where the day-to-day supervision
of PhD students is not up to
scratch. This is the lobby group’s
response to the report entitled ‘In
Gesprek’ (In Dialogue) about
inappropriate behaviour.
The report, which was drawn up
by an external committee headed
by emeritus professor of

Communication Studies Cees van
Woerkum, revealed that PhD
students are particularly
vulnerable to inappropriate
behaviour because of their
dependent relationship with their
supervisor. PhD students complain
about limited access to their
supervisors and the lack of
guidance and substantive input.
'$<ɺ72ɺ'$<&217$&7
‘I know of some PhD students who
only see their supervisor once
every two months. They sit alone in
their room, muddling through,’
says Jeroen Candel, WPC
chairman. ‘We think PhD students
are entitled to a contact who is
available on a day-to-day basis. But
some supervisors have so many
PhD students that they can’t

supervise them all properly.’
Candel says supervisors can
sometimes be responsible for
more than 20 doctoral students.
‘Then you could say, he must be
good or he wouldn’t have that
many. But you could also say he’s
so busy he can’t have enough time
to supervise them properly. While
it’s not just about the number,
there is a limit beyond which you
can’t provide decent supervision.’
%8''<
The WPC has drawn up nine
recommendations in an effort to
start up a debate about the
position of PhD students. The
student quota is one of the nine.
The WPC also recommends
linking PhD students to buddies.
This would help international

doctoral students in particular.
The PE&RC graduate school
already has such a buddy system,
in which an older PhD student
shows the new student the
Wageningen ropes.
The WPC also wants
supervisors to be sent on courses
to learn how to improve their
supervision. And if it does not
work out with a supervisor, the
student should have the option of
choosing someone else while still
keeping their funding. The
Wageningen Graduate Schools
have now written a memo on the
position of PhD students based
partly on the students’ own
recommendations. The Executive
Board still has to decide on the
matter. RK

PHOTO: GUY ACKERMANS

+88%6$9(/.28/7($&+(52)7+(<($5ǁƿǀǃ
ð $WODVWWKHSUL]HDIWHUVL[
QRPLQDWLRQV
ð 0LQXWHéVVLOHQFHIRU0DUWKLMQ
6RQQHYHOG

Huub Savelkoul has been
pronounced Teacher of the Year at
last. After being nominated six
times, this year he managed to
convince the jury of his
outstanding teaching skills. This
was announced at the student
council’s New Year reception on 14
January. Savelkoul was ‘extremely
honoured and extremely pleased’
that he had ﬁnally won the price,
he said, beaming in response to
the applause.
The jury praised Savelkoul’s
capacity to involve students actively in his classes, and his enthusiastic teaching style: ‘There were jury
members who remembered Huub
Savelkoul running through the
lecture room pretending to be an
antibody.’ The jury was also
impressed by Savelkoul’s efforts to
develop a kind of Honours
programme for teachers.

$IWHUEHLQJ
QRPLQDWHG
VL[WLPHVDW
ODVW+XXE
6DYHONRXO
ZHQWKRPH
ZLWKWKH
SUL]H

Savelkoul will receive a bronze
replica of Jan Praet’s statue The
Teacher, which stands in front of
the entrance to the Leeuwenborch.
And, like the other nominees, he
received 2500 euros, a trophy and
the jury report. In the race for the
title, Savelkoul left André van

Lammeren, Ute Sass-Klasen,
Ingrid Visseren-Hamakers and
Marthijn Sonneveld far behind
him.
Attention was paid during the
ceremony in Orion to the death of
Marthijn Sonneveld, who died of
cancer at the end of 2013.

Professor Jakob Wallinga spoke
brieﬂy about the young assistant
professor of Land Dynamics, and a
minute’s silence was observed.
Sonneveld’s trophy was handed
over to his wife and sister, who
attended the ceremony with other
members of the family. /YG1
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Once again, there has been an
increase in the number of ﬁrstyears enrolling with Wageningen
University. By 13 January, there
were 14 percent more ﬁrst-years
than this time last year, based on

the preliminary registrations of
new students. The result for
Wageningen is just under the
national average of 15 percent.
Almost 290 students have now
registered for a degree in
Wageningen. Not all degree
programmes are growing. For
instance, there are losses for
International Land and Water
Management (-45 percent) and
Forest and Nature Management
(-10 percent), but big gains for

Environmental Sciences (108
percent) and Nutrition and Health
(80 percent). But to put this in
perspective, the 108 percent
increase is due to four more
students than last year.
However it is not clear what
these percentages imply for the
ﬁnal registration ﬁgures. That is
because as of 2014, it is very much
in students’ interests to register
before 1 May. If not, they are not
entitled to a degree choice check

and may even be rejected by the
degree programme. In addition,
Nutrition and Health has just
established an enrolment limit of
130 students. This means it is not
easy to make a comparison with
last year.
Many other Dutch universities
have also seen a big increase in the
number of preliminary registrations. Leiden has even reported
growth of 84 percent. /YG1

LQEULHI
ǋǋ)81',1*

SHUFHQWLVWLJKW
Wageningen University wants to do away
with the 2 percent regulation agreed
years ago with the then ministry of
Agriculture. The regulation means that
Wageningen’s budget from the
government rises or falls by a maximum
of 2 percent with ﬂuctuations in student
numbers. When the agreement was
reached, the university faced dropping
student numbers and stood to gain from
the deal. But now that student numbers
have been rising for the last 10 years,
the arrangement is more and more of a
hindrance. The university wants it
changed, says board chair Aalt Dijkhuizen in his New Year speech. A spokesman from the ministry of Economic
Aﬀairs conﬁrmed that consultations are
in progress, but he could not say
$6
anything about the outcome yet.

the Green Heart in the west of the
Netherlands. The farm and part of the
land will go to Zegveld Knowledge
Transfer Centre, a joint venture by local
farmers who want to continue with
applied research in the region. The
cows, the milk quota and the remaining
land were sold oﬀ to several farmers at
an earlier stage. Zegveld was up for
sale because Wageningen UR is
concentrating its applied dairy
research on the Dairy Campus in
Leeuwarden. But it did not succeed in
selling the farm in its entirety.
Wageningen UR has already sold oﬀ its
regional experimental farms in
Cranendonck (Brabant) and Heino
(Overijssel). The proﬁts from the sales
will be invested in a Dairy Fund to
ﬁnance new applied research. $6

ǋǋ(;3(5,0(17$/)$50

ǋǋ/69%,62

=HJYHOGVROG

6WXGHQWERDUGPHPEHUVZDQWHG

Wageningen UR has sold Zegveld, its
regional applied dairy research centre in

Would you like to ﬁght for the basic
grant and free public transport, as well
as be involved in drawing up new rules
and regulations for higher education?
ISO and LSVb are looking for new
board members for next year. Good
management is a matter of forward
planning. The current student leaders
are only halfway through their terms
but are already looking for their
successors. They would recommend a
year on a board to everyone. Those
interested in the LSVb posts should
apply by 13 February, and for ISO, 22
February. Information evenings will
+23
follow.

KEES9$19(/8:ǉǉ
&RXQWHUSDUW
Bob does it too! Incredible! When my dog poops his body
turns to align north-south as if pulled by a magnet before
he does his business. All dogs do it – which must be
signiﬁcant. They feel the magnetic ﬁeld and adapt their
pooping position to it.
My son read this on the internet and told me about it in
astonishment.
I lost no time in diving into the digital WUR library. I
found an article on it but was soon drawn to several other
interesting titles. Then began an associative trail through
all that knowledge. Surﬁng, swimming, bathing in
knowledge. There are 42,370 journals, 15,476 of them
online. One million publications per year! A veritable
ocean of knowledge. One of the articles I read said that
coal tits can smell when caterpillars are feeding on a fruit
tree. The tree emits a signal substance, which the coal tit
smells. And the common corncockle, a poisonous weed
found in grain ﬁelds, stimulates the growth of the grain
through allelopathy. How ingenious can it get?
A feeling of helplessness comes over me: I want all this
knowledge. I am an advisor, I work with farmers and I
know farmers want this knowledge, to use it in their
business. But it is impossible. I’ll never get to grips with
this digital diarrhoea, this academic incontinence. I start
to sweat, feel slightly drunk, get a heady sensation: the
knowledge is there but how is a farmer to apply it all?
Where is the farmer’s scientiﬁc counterpart? The scientist
who thinks and makes decisions day by day in just as
integrated a fashion as a farmer does? Or a manager, or
the director of a small-to-medium enterprise, or a doctor?
In 2014 let us align our desks and computers east-west
and poop a bit less, saving our energy for thinking about
how to apply all this knowledge! .HHVYDQ9HOXZ
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For years, business was booming
for Imares. Wageningen UR’s
marine research institute acquired
many new contracts after its
establishment in 2006. As a result,
the number of employees soon
doubled, from 120 to 240. But then
all of a sudden, the institute made
a loss last year. ‘We’re no longer on
cloud nine,’ says Imares director
Tammo Bult. Imares is ‘pausing

for reﬂection’ and ‘realigning to
make it ﬁt for the future’, says Bult.
Some staff on temporary contracts
have not had their contracts
renewed and the institute is
looking more closely at employees’
available project hours.
Last year, the marine institute
suffered several setbacks. A
number of large projects for the
national government and the
European Union ﬁnished, but no
sizeable follow-up projects came
in their place. This was partly
because Imares failed to acquire
enough projects in the top sectors.
All in all, this led to a sudden
reduction in public sector funding.

The effect of the setbacks became
clear in the course of 2013. The
directors took immediate
measures to stem the tide, says
Bult.
The institute has now
designated new research ﬁelds
that should allow it to grow again.
Examples are maritime oil and gas
drilling, wind energy at sea,
building with nature (coastal
protection) and ecological
research in the polar regions. ‘The
world is changing, new research
topics are emerging and research
is being funded differently,’ says
Bult. ‘We need to respond to this.’
$6

ð 3DUWLQJJLIWIRURXWJRLQJERDUG
FKDLU
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$UHFRUGQXPEHURI3K'
VWXGHQWVFRPSOHWHGWKHLUWKHVHVLQ
EUHDNLQJWKHSUHYLRXVUHFRUG
RIVHWLQ7LVELJLQFUHDVH
UHŋHFWVWKHKLVWRULFJURZWKLQWKH
QXPEHURI3K'V$QGWKHHQGRIWKLV
JURZWKLVQRW\HWLQVLJKWSUHGLFWV
(PLHOYDQ3XŉHOHQKHDGRI
(GXFDWLRQDO6WDŉ'HYHORSPHQWDQG
3K'6HUYLFHVè,QYLHZRIWKHLQŋX[
LQUHFHQW\HDUVJURZWKLVVHWWR
FRQWLQXHWRRYHULQDQG
7KLVZLOOSXW:DJHQLQJHQRQD
SDUZLWKWKHELJJHUXQLYHUVLWLHVLQ
WKH1HWKHUODQGVZKLFKKDYHIDU
PRUHSURIHVVRUVé RK

è',6&866,211(('('216(/)ɺ3/$*,$5,60é
ð 6HOISODJLDULVPLVD
JUH\DUHD

Wageningen researchers should
enter into a discussion about selfplagiarism, suggests Johan van
Arendonk, dean of the university,
in response to the commotion
caused by Amsterdam professor
Peter Nijkamp. ‘Unfortunately, the
world of research is being seen in a
bad light again because somebody
did not stick to the rules,’ says Van

Arendonk. ‘That is in keeping with
the zeitgeist, with society looking
very critically at scientists. We
must address it.’
Scientists are not allowed to
copy bits of text from previous
publications without
acknowledging their source, even
if it was their own work. ‘The rules
on plagiarism are clear, but selfplagiarism is a greyer area,’ says
Van Arendonk. ‘If you write two
articles about the same
experiment, it would seem only
sensible to describe the

&$/)&$//('è$$/7-(é
)25',-.+8,=(1

experiment in the same words, so
that others recognize that it is
about the same experiment. But at
what point should you then
reference yourself? The best way to
discuss this is by looking at
examples, so as to create clarity for
authors.’ Van Arendonk wants to
hold a series of meetings with the
research schools in 2014, to
discuss academic integrity and
plagiarism, including selfplagiarism. $6

They seem to get on like a house
on ﬁre, Aalt Dijkhuizen and his
heifer ‘Aaltje’. The chairman of the
executive board was presented
with the calf by the Animal
Sciences Group (ASG) in midDecember, to mark his
approaching departure. The two
met for the ﬁrst time at the
beginning of January on the Dairy
Campus in Leeuwarden, where
Aaltje will continue to reside. ‘A
great moment: met Aaltje. She
looks great. We’ll stay in touch!’ –
so read Dijkhuizen’s tweet from
Leeuwarden. Aaltje herself – black
and white with an ever-moist nose
– has herself emerged as a fanatical tweeter. She has enthused
about the ‘cool yellow ear things’
she is adorned with, and she says
she wants to work for Wageningen
UR when she grows up.
Dijkhuizen’s ofﬁcial farewell
will take place on 13 February, with
prominent guests including minister of Economic Affairs Henk
Kamp and Cees ’t Hart, head of
FrieslandCampina. The supervisory board of Wageningen UR has selected a new chair, said Dijkhuizen
at the New Year reception on 6 January. But he did not give anything
away. The appointment ﬁrst has to
be approved by the minister of
Economic Affairs. RR
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The Resource Cover Prize of 2013
has been won by Saravanan
Subramanian from India. His ‘ﬁsh
on oxygen rations’ was the
favourite of one third of all visitors
to the Resource website.
There was mass enthusiastic
voting on the 10 thesis covers
shortlisted by the editors.
Subramanian was ahead of the
ﬁeld from the word go, and stayed
there.
A total of 1602 people cast their
votes. In second place after a ﬁnal
sprint was Ellen de Hollander
(Cover: Anthropometrics and
Aging), with one ﬁfth of the votes.
After starting off in a neck-andneck race with Subramanian,
Cindy ten Broeke (Cover: aphids
attacking lettuce) ended up in

‘‘CALL FROM
RADIO 1
GOT ME
OUT OF BED’

third place with 13 percent of the
votes.
Subramanian did research on
the relation between the food
intake of ﬁsh and oxygen levels in
the water. ‘I examined the
hypothesis that the amount of feed
a ﬁsh eats depends on its oxygen
intake. That relation between
oxygen, food, water and the
rainbow trout, my model ﬁsh, is
illustrated on the cover.
Subramanian asked his Indian
colleague, friend and ﬁsheries
expert Dasari Bhoomaiah to make
the illustration. He had the idea of
the oxygen molecule as a kind of
belt that literally restricts the
growth of the ﬁsh.
Subramanian got his PhD early
in December and hopes to
continue working in Wageningen.
He is applying for a postdoc
position in the Aquaculture and
Fisheries chair group. RK

Did you expect so much media attention
when the article appeared?
‘Not at all. I was taken by surprise because
we hadn’t sent out a press release. The
interest may be connected to the fact that
it’s about honey bees, which are currently a
hot topic. Also, the BBC turned it into a
sharply worded article on their website,
which the Dutch NOS picked up.’

/HIW6DUDYDQDQ
6XEUDPDQLDQéV
ZLQQLQJFRYHU
$ERYH(OOHQGH
+ROODQGHUéVFRYHU
VHFRQGSODFH 
%HORZ&LQG\WHQ
%URHNHéVFRYHU
WKLUGSODFH 

),*85(,7287

Any chance of getting the nuances across
then?
‘That’s in our hands. You can control what
direction the story takes, and most
journalists just incorporate your qualifying
remarks.’

:KR"David Kleijn,
senior researcher at
Alterra and lecturer in
Resource Ecology
:KDW"Showed that
Europe does not have
enough honey bees for
the optimum pollination
of the increased area
with biofuel crops
:K\"NOS TV news,
Radio 1, de Volkskrant
newspaper and others

Did you still have time for your work?
‘Fortunately it all happened on one day. ‘A
phone call from Radio 1 got me out of bed
on Thursday at seven in the morning and it
was over by the evening. So it was very
efﬁcient.’
Which interview did you enjoy most?
‘The TV one was the nicest because that
gets by far the most response. People you
know come up to you and say: “Weren’t you
on the NOS news?”’ RR

Source: CBS. The average cost of a whole school career to degree level;
students transferring (e.g from applied to theoretical degrees) are not
included. They make up about 30% of the total. Illustration Studio Lakmoes
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If all the Dutch cut down on salt,
48 in every 1000 heart attacks
would be prevented in the next 20
years. This prediction comes from
researchers from WU and the
RIVM, based on a complex model.
The calculation should help
policymakers to keep as many
people as possible healthy per euro
spent. The study came out last
December in the American Journal
of Clinical Nutrition.
Nutrition researchers in the
Netherlands are interested in salt
because the Dutch eat far too
much of it: mainly through
processed foods such as frozen
pizzas. Consumers eat an average
of 9 grams a day, whereas the
recommended amount is 6 grams.
This overconsumption is
unhealthy because salt raises
blood pressure, which in turn
increases the chances of cardiovascular disease.

If everyone consumed the
recommended daily 6 grams,
30,000 fewer heart attacks is not
the only effect predicted by the
calculations. Marieke Hendriksen,
WUR PhD student working at the
RIVM, calculated that 58 in 1000
strokes would be prevented too.
Less salt ensured that more people

survived the 20 years included in
the calculations. Per 1000 deaths,
this meant 7 people. This took into
account that someone who is
spared a heart attack might die of
another condition.
5,6.)$&7256
In order to calculate these health

beneﬁts, the study relied on an
RIVM model called the Chronic
Diseases Model, which analyses
how numerous Dutch people will
contract a range of 20 diseases,
including cancer and cardiovascular disease. This is done
using information about risk
factors, such as the proportion of
Dutch people with high blood
pressure. For the study, the
researchers ﬁrst fed the most
recent information into the model.
Then they had the virtual
population eat less salt, and
calculated the effect of the thereby
lowered blood pressure.
It is of course common
knowledge that too much salt is
bad, but these calculations are
signiﬁcant nevertheless, says Joop
van Raaij, associate professor of
Human Nutrition and nutrition
expert at the RIVM. ‘Policymakers
often wonder what steps we can
take as a government to cut down
the number of deaths from
cardiovascular disease. They
compare different interventions
to see which ones deliver the
biggest health beneﬁts. These
sorts of ﬁgures are useful for doing
that.’ RR

0,//,216,1*5$176)25:$*(1,1*(1352-(&76
ð 1:2IXQGLQJIRUUHVHDUFKRQ
PLFUREHVDQGJUDYLW\
ð è7KLVJUDQWLVUHDOO\ZRUWK
KDYLQJé

Two research projects with considerable input from Wageningen
have attracted an NWO grant
worth millions, the research
organization announced recently.
One of the projects is ‘Microbes for
health and environment’, with
Wageningen microbiologists Fons
Stams and Willem de Vos among
the scientists on board. The
project will receive 22.9 million
euros over a period of four years,
with 4.5 million going to the

Wageningen research group.
Together with three other Dutch
research groups, they want to learn
more about bacteria and archaea
which can live without oxygen.
These communities of anaerobic
micro-organisms are complex.
‘And we don’t know nearly
enough about them,’ says Stams.
‘Most of them are still unknown.
What we want to know, above all,
is how the various microorganisms collaborate. That is the
shared challenge. So this grant is
really worth having.’ De Vos will
focus on anaerobic bacteria in the
human alimentary canal, and thus
on human health. Stams’ main
aim is to discover new
microbiological conversions for

the production of biogas, organic
acids and bioplastics using
anaerobic organisms.
*5$9,7<
Along with the Wageningen
microbiologists, ecologist Marten
Scheffer was allocated about 4.5
million euros in funding for the
NWO’s Gravity programme.
Scheffer is involved in the
Netherlands Earth System Science
Centre, a group of climate
scientists who want to improve
forecasting about the climate in
future. Between them the six
research groups will receive 28
million euros. Scheffer will focus
on tipping points, the moments
when an ecosystem is suddenly

:LOOHPGH9RV

catapulted into a new phase.
Scheffer looks for patterns and
warning signs of these tipping
points. $6
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Space pioneers who want to grow their
own veg would probably be better off on
Mars than on the moon. This conclusion
was drawn by Alterra ecologist Wieger
Wamelink after gardening tests on
Martian and moon soils. On the moon
soil, most of the plants hardly grew at all
after germinating, or they died. To
Wamelink’s surprise the Martian soil
delivered much better results. He studied
the germination and growth of 14 species
of plant on artiﬁcial Martian and moon
soils. These soils from Hawaii and Arizona
are supplied by NASA, their composition
is very close to that of the surface of Mars
and the moon. Wamelink planted pots of
moon and Martian soil with seeds of
leguminous plants (clover and lupin),
agricultural crops (tomato, rye and cress)
and wild plants (arnica and ﬁeld mustard).

:LHJHU:DPHOLQN

Control trials were done with river sand
from deep parts of the Rhine.
/2(6662,/
The ecologist monitored what happened
closely over 50 days. The Martian soil
proved the most fertile – even more fertile
than the Rhine sand. All the seeds
germinated in the Martian soil, but rye,
carrots, red fescue and cress did best. The
biomass yield (growth) was better on the
Martian soil than on the Rhine sand, too.
Wamelink: ‘This is probably because the
Martian soil retains moisture better. And
it seems that there are enough minerals in
the soil. The Martian soil we used is pretty
much like the Loess soils we know from
Limburg.’
On the basis of Wamlink’s trials,
gardening on the moon seems less
promising. The plants germinated but
then failed to grow much. The best-case
scenario was that they did not die. But
many plants did not survive the
experiment. Wamelink blames this on the
alkaline moon soils (pH 9). ‘What is more,
there is a lot of aluminium in moon soil,
and that is basically toxic for
plants.’
6&,(1&(),&7,21
Wamelink would like to
continue with his experiments.
‘I would love to take this further.
It is nice and extremely
innovative research. I have
approached NASA and they are
keen to be involved.’ A VIDI
grant application is in the
pipeline. In follow-up research,
Wamelink would like to try out
various nutrient solutions and
light conditions. The light on
other planets differs from the
light on earth in spectrum,
daylight hours and intensity.
Vegetable plots on other planets are not as much something
out of science ﬁction as they
would seem. NASA has plans for
conducting germination and
growth tests on the moon. This
experiment may take place next
year when the unmanned Moon
Express goes to the moon. RK

9,6,21ǉǉ
è7KHRWWHUVNHHSRQVXUSULVLQJXVé
$QRWWHUKDVEHHQVLJKWHGLQWKHè*UHHQ+HDUWéRIWKH
EXLOWXSZHVWRIWKH1HWKHUODQGVZKHUHQRRWWHUV
KDYHOLYHGVLQFHWKHQLQHWHHQVHYHQWLHV7KHDQLPDO
LVWKRXJKWWRKDYHFRPHIURP2YHULMVVHOVD\V$OWHU
UDEDVHGRWWHUH[SHUW+XJK-DQVPDQ%HIRUHWKHUH
FDQEHDVWDEOHRWWHUSRSXODWLRQKHUHVD\V-DQVPDQ
HFRORJLFDOFRUULGRUVZLOOQHHGWREHFUHDWHG
The otter is doing well in the Netherlands, Jansman can
conﬁrm. Otters have already been sighted in Friesland,
the Flevo polder, the Ijssel delta and further south near
Doesburg. ‘The chances are that this specimen came
from the Weerribben, where otters were released in 2002.’
Does this mean the otter has returned to the Green Heart?
‘I suspect there are only one or two as yet. This peaty area
has always been a fantastic habitat for the otter because
of all the waterways there, but there are an awful lot of
obstacles. The biggest ones are the trafﬁc – the main
cause of death – and ﬁsh traps, in which they drown. The
ﬁsh traps need to be made safe for otters, if the animals
are to establish themselves on a sustainable basis in the
Green Heart. We need tunnels, but that is tricky in an
area where the roads hardly ever get above sea level. Because just one otter in an area doesn’t get you very far. You
need a population of 40 or 50 animals, so they can breed.’
In spite of the obstacles the otter is thriving, isn’t it?
The otters keep on surprising us in a positive sense:
they are doing very well in the Netherlands. They are a
successful ambassador for the improved water quality
in the rural areas. The only down side is that there is a
lot of inbreeding. I think we should bring in otters
from places like Germany, to introduce some fresh
blood. Not straight to the Green Heart, but in Overijssel
or Gelderland, and from there they will ﬁnd their own
way to the peaty areas.’
Will that work in built-up Holland?
‘A corridor is already planned and there is money for it.
So that should happen fast now. The main problems to
be solved are the notorious hurdles such as crossing
the Amsterdam-Rhine canal and the motorways. And
management measures are needed in two wetland areas,
the Reewijkse and the Nieuwkoopse Plassen.’ $6

3 52326,7,21
‘The fact that a Festini ‘pear’ ice lolly
contains only one ﬁfteenth of a pear proves
that the food industry has gone bananas’
Stineke van Houte, due to get her PhD on 21 January in Wageningen
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7$//$1'60$//75((6*52:$76$0(5$7(
ð 7DOOWUHHVFDSWXUHPRUHOLJKW
ð 6PDOOWUHHVXVHOLJKWPRUH
HŌFLHQWO\

In an established tropical forest,
only a small percentage of
sunbeams reach the forest ﬂoor.
On every hectare of a natural forest
of this sort there may be hundred
of tree species, large and small,
growing side by side. Which is
quite strange, actually. After all,
the small fry are overshadowed by
the taller ones, which capture the
lion’s share of the light. So how do
they survive? Wageningen
professor Niels Anten (Centre for
Crops Systems Analysis) has solved
part of this riddle.
Together with a group of
Japanese researchers, Anten
carefully monitored how much
light trees capture and what they
do with it. This was done in a
section (60x20 metres) of primary
temperate rain forest on the island
of Yakushima, a national park and
world heritage site. The growth
rates of the 24 species of tree in
this small area were measured and
correlated with the characteristics
of their leaf crowns.
/(66()),&,(17
The result is remarkable. Not only
do tall trees capture more light,
they also do so more efﬁciently. Per

0L[HGV\VWHPVDUHPRUHSURGXFWLYHDQGVWUHVVSURRI

kilo of biomass, tall trees capture
more light than their
overshadowed cousins. But this
advantage comes at a price: they
are less efﬁcient at converting this
light into biomass. Light capture
and light use are in inverse
proportion to each other. This socalled trade-off ensures that, in
relative terms (per kilo of tree),
small trees and tall ones grow
equally fast.
And this is news. According to
Anten, it goes a long way towards

explaining why small and tall trees
can live side by side in places
where there is ‘unfair’ competition
for the available light. ‘There are
other important factors besides
that, such as the population
dynamics (number of offspring,
lifespan) and the structure of the
forest. But growth is a very
important one, of course.’
You could take ideas from this
for agriculture, thinks Anten: ‘In
the plant breeding world there is a
strong focus on monosystems. But

through the heavy use of
pesticides, such systems are
coming under increasing pressure.
The ecology shows that it is
precisely mixed and diverse
systems that are more productive
and stress-proof. We can learn a
great deal from natural systems.
Studies such as ours show what
kinds of characteristics
overshadowed plants need in order
to produce optimally.’ RK

/$%2850,*5$17/($9(681+$33<:,)(%(+,1'
ð :LIHZKRVWD\VEHKLQGLV
VXERUGLQDWHWRKXVEDQG
ð )HPLQL]DWLRQRIDJULFXOWXUHLV
QRWFORVLQJJHQGHUJDS

Through labour migration to the
cities, many farms in China are
now run by women. Do these
women farmers then gain more
inﬂuence and status? No, observes
PhD researcher Xiangdan Meng. In
fact, they are unhappier and
lonelier than women whose

husbands are present on the
farm.
In the farming community of
Yang, where Meng did her
research, 81 percent of the
households have at least one
labour migrant. It is mainly the
men who move to the city to get
their share of China’s economic
growth. As a result, the farms are
largely run by women. Meng
interviewed 50 of these ‘leftbehind’ women and compared
their social position with 50
women in a village where most of

the husbands were working on the
farm.
The PhD student assumed that
the feminization of agriculture
would lead to women having more
say over the business and would
strengthen their position in the
village. But it did not appear to
work that way. The single farmers
did not adapt the local business
approach, so the farm
management went on in the same
way and they just had to work
harder. Moreover, the women did
not gain more say over ‘big issues’

such as investments. The wishes of
the husband carried more weight,
even at a distance. The research
suggests that rural Chinese women
stand more chance of improving
their status and self-image by
getting a paid job than by running
their farms singlehandedly,
suggests this research. $6
Xiangdan Meng received her PhD on
14 January from Jan Douwe van der
Ploeg, professor of Rural Sociology.
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ǋǋ5(6285&(:$*(1,1*(1851/
6KRXOG:DJHQLQJHQ8QLKDQGRXWELQGLQJ
UHFRPPHQGDWLRQVWRVWXGHQWVDQGKRZFDQRXU
FDPSXVEHPDGHPRUHDFFHVVLEOH"7KHVHDUHWKH
WRSLFVSHRSOHKDYHEHHQGLVFXVVLQJRQRXUVLWH
7KHUHZDVDOVRDŋXUU\RIDFWLYLW\DURXQGWKH
YRWLQJIRUWKHEHVWWKHVLVFRYHU6HHWKHIURQW
SDJHRIWKLV5HVRXUFHIRUWKHZLQQHU
*RWVRPHWKLQJWRVD\WRR"Email your views to resource@wur.nl

,1$'(48$7(&211(&7,216
The Gelderland branch of the conservation VVD party
thinks the road connections to the campus need improving. The planned extension to the roundabout on the
Mansholtlaan is not enough. Perhaps, suggests the party, the Bornsesteeg might have to be reopened to cars?
Nobody could avoid noticing the congestion around
the campus, especially in December when some roads
were closed oﬀ. And people have been letting oﬀ
steam online. ‘Maybe we should all try to leave our
cars at home if at all possible,’ writes 3DWULFN-DQVHQ.
‘And car-pool. These are not traditional VVD solutions,
I know, but they are real solutions.’ VVD provincial
councillor and WUR researcher %DVWLDDQ0HHUEXUJ is
quick oﬀ the draw. He turns out to be entirely in
favour of carpooling and has been doing so himself
for a long time. ‘But sadly, not everyone is in a position to do so.’ What he wants to see is an integral plan
for all campus traﬃc: cars, bicycles and public transport. He is afraid that the current traﬃc jams will put
oﬀ knowledge-intensive organizations. 3DWULFN-DQ
VHQ’s main goal is to get people out of their cars and
to have the Mansholtlaan widened. He does not like
the idea of creating more routes onto the campus.
That will spoil the surroundings and will just encourage people to take short cuts. +HQN closes the discussion by suggesting literally parking the problem at
Resource’s door. If cars could get directly from the
Akkermaalsbos to the Nijenoordallee, he suggests,
everyone heading in the direction of Rhenen could get
oﬀ the campus quickly. Vroom!

%52.(1&211(&7,216

ILLUSTRATIE: ESTHER BROUWER

For some time now, Wageningen UR has been wanting
to introduce a binding recommendation for students on
proceeding to the second year (BSA). Now the university has agreed that 75 percent of students
should complete their Bachelor’s programmes within four years, a committee has
concluded that a BSA would be a sensible step.
Student council party 9H6WH responds
straightaway. The decision has not
yet been taken, of course, but they

think it would be premature to bring in a BSA already.
The university has been pushing lax students in all
sorts of way in recent years. As an example, they
point to stricter rules regarding resits of exams. What
is more, the government is putting on more pressure
every year, with plans to scrap student grants and free
public transport. ‘The eﬀect of these things,’ says
9H6WH, should not be forgotten when making such a
far-reaching decision as the possible introduction of a
BSA. According to 5ROIP, this is not an entirely honest
story. There are no fewer resits, for instance. They
have recently been clustered in the same period, that
is all. What is more, ‘that pressure from the
introduction of student loans and scrapping free
transport seems to be oﬀ the cards again.’ VeSte does
have a point in one area, says 5ROIP: ‘Attainment
scores should not be the chief consideration when a
BSA is introduced.’ A good BSA, he says, is ‘decent
and fair, and in the student’s own interests.’ Because,
he concludes, ‘Nobody has anything to gain from
ŊQGLQJRXWRQO\LQWKHLUWKLUG\HDUWKDWWKH\DUHLQWKH
wrong place.’

0,1,0$/0,1256
The student council has dismissed plans for minors.
They felt they restricted students’ freedom to put together their own set of courses. With minors springing up
all over, the university would not be able to guarantee
their quality.
The responses are interesting. At last, the student
FRXQFLODGRSWVDŊUPVWDQGSRLQWDQGWKHQRXUFRP
mentators cast doubt on it. %XXUPDQYDQGH+DDUZHJ
thinks the university’s proposal is ‘reasonable’. ‘You
could still put together your own package of courses
[…]. It was just that you could no longer give it a
name of your own and call it a minor.’ He
therefore thinks it is nonsense to say your
freedom has been restricted. Bram goes
even further. He thinks it’s a ridiculous
idea anyway that there has to be a
PLQRURQHYHU\GHJUHHFHUWLŊFDWHè,I
your courses don’t happen to be part of
a minor, so what? If they contribute to
your education, just do them.’ Amen.
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science?
At the university, the heart of the natural sciences, more and
more students are becoming interested in religious questions,
as the Wageningen student chaplains are noticing. Where
does this interest come from? ‘Something essential is being
overlooked here.’
text: Karst Oosterhuis

<

>>

Thomas Koot, Msc student of Agrotechnology
Buddhist, spent a month in a monastery in Canada

‘When I was 16 I ﬁrst became interested in Buddhism
through an article in the Volkskrant newspaper. I then
went with a friend to Dechen Chöling, a Buddhist centre
in France. That was an extraordinary experience. I met a
lot of interesting people there who all feel a sort if
dissatisfaction with the superﬁciality of everyday life.
Last summer I spent a month as a monk in a Buddhist
monastery in Canada, which was something I had been
intending to do for a long time. For the ﬁrst few days I
was preoccupied with things like: will there be something
nice to eat tonight, or won’t I get too many aches and
pains from meditating? Slowly my thoughts settled on
more basic underlying feelings, and then suddenly you
can feel very alone. You can also feel an intense
appreciation of the world around you. We meditated from
sunrise to sunset, you were not allowed to talk, you had
no access to the internet, and we only ate twice a day. If
you don’t talk, you cannot hide behind empty words. In
spite of the fact that we didn’t talk, we got to know each

other very well. That might be hard to explain, but it did
feel that way.
Buddhism is based on inner power. In a country such as
Bhutan, which has always been Buddhist, it is more
religious in nature. In the West it is more that the
Buddhist philosophy and practices have been taken over,
but the basic idea remains the same: that people suﬀer
because of attachment, or craving. Meditation is a
training to let go of that attachment, and you don’t need
any higher powers in order to do that. When you meditate
you just sit and watch what happens. If a though comes
up you let it pass. It would be too simplistic to say that I
want to live completely in the here and now, or that you
have to banish all thoughts, but by meditating you do
learn not to get carried away by your thoughts. It is a
pitfall in life to live from one distraction to the other.
There is nothing wrong with distraction, but sometimes
opting for silence and solitude feels nicer than an
afternoon spent on Facebook.’
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f you look at the agenda of the SP&C (Student
Platform and Chaplaincy) you will soon understand
what we are talking about here. On weekdays there
is an event on almost every evening, ranging from a
Socratic café to a Taizé Celebration. Each event is
an opportunity for participants to get their religious and
philosophical concerns off their chests. Most of the events
are always well-attended, says student chaplain Yuri Saris,
who has seen a rise in student interest in recent years. The
same goes for international students, who have been
coming along en masse since it was decided last year to
conduct the whole programme in English.
‘The Christian faith is no longer such a presence in the
Netherlands, but students still have the same questions
about the meaning of life,’ says Saris. Your identity is not
as ﬁxed as it was in former days, he says. And yet students

still have to ﬁnd their own place in society. That is not
made any easier if your parents have left you entirely free
to make up your own mind. So the SP&C offers guidance
without steering people towards any one belief in
particular. ‘As soon as you address the often unspoken
inner turmoil that students experience, there is something
spiritual involved. In other words, you touch the spirit, not
just the rational mind’: this is how Saris sums up his work.
A DIFFERENT QUEST
Philosopher Rudi te Velder, too, notices an increasing
interest in spirituality among students. He puts it down to
the way science has taken over from religion when it
comes to explaining reality. ‘If you make science the
source of absolute truth, the result is that students react
and go to the other extreme,’ asserts Te Velde. He is

Luca Peters
BSc International Land and Water Management
Regularly spends time at Taizé, France

‘When we went to France with the caravan, my parents
used to take me to Taizé, but I still go back there now.
The nice thing about Taizé is that you get to know people
as soon as you arrive, and that you can really build
relationships there in a week. You can speak all diﬀerent
languages and there is a very nice atmosphere. It feels
uplifting to be there. Everyone seems to be at the same
level and I think that is what makes it so easy to make
contact. You often have very nice talks with people, and
everyone is very open, partly because when you are there
you suddenly have the chance to express what is going
on inside you. I have had the experience that someone
suddenly started to tell half their life story.
When you stay there you just take part in the household
of the monastic community, together with hundreds of
other young people. For me it is really a place of refuge, a
sort of recharging station, and sometimes I suddenly get
the urge to go there. The world makes a lot more sense
when I am there, and you can escape from your busy life
for a while. The music you sing at the services is
inextricably associated with Taizé, which is really
beautiful. Sometimes it sounds as though there are
angelic voices among us. My parents tried to pass on to
us the essence of all religions. I think there is more than
one road to Rome, and all traditions have valuable
rituals. People who come to Taizé are in search of faith, I
think. Nothing is imposed on anyone, but something is
oﬀered. Something else I like at Taizé is that they pay
attention there to interpreting the Bible. No explanation
is imposed on you, but you do get the chance to discuss
the stories you have heard in a small group. It is amazing
to see how the stories mean diﬀerent things to diﬀerent
people. They only become really meaningful when you
can relate them to your own life.’
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referring to scientists who claim that a human being is no
more than a machine, such as Dick Swaab in his book We
are our brain. According to Swaab, there is no such thing
as free will, so our life story is not a path we choose for
ourselves, but the result of the interaction between
neurons and protons.
According to Te Velde, however, this kind of story is not
much use to you if you aim to lead a meaningful life and
therefore have to make big decisions. So it is logical that
students look elsewhere, he thinks. As a teacher, Te Velde
works for the Thomas More foundation, which aims to
expose students to different religious traditions as part of
their academic education. Although Wageningen
University is fairly small, a relatively high number of
Wageningen students ﬁnd their way to the foundation.
For Te Velde that is a sign that there is something missing.

‘Science is increasingly used in the service of society.
Technical mastery and usefulness are everything
nowadays. What this means for our humanity is a question
that is no longer asked,’ he explains.
Yuri Saris conﬁrms this picture. He sees a trend
comparable to that in the nineteen sixties, when a
generation broke with the suffocating conventions of the
day. Today again, there is a sense of loss of balance, says
Saris. ‘Some students have the feeling that the government
and the culture do not understand them. Something
essential is being overlooked. Something in them is not
being catered for. They do not rebel, but they embark on a
quest for what they lack.’

Ieva Brigita (from Lithuania), MSc Leisure, Tourism and Environment
Sees storytelling as a way of gaining insight into her own life

FOTO: GUY ACKERMANS

‘Taizé feels like home to me. I have never seen myself as
religious, but every time I come back and hear the bells
ringing, I get goose ﬂesh. I was 16 when I went there for
the ﬁrst time. Like most teenagers, I was full of
existential questions, but they melted like snow in the
sun during my week there. Although you do have to stick
to the rules, I feel free when I am there. You keep
meeting friendly people. Such as Brother Hector, one of

the hosts at Taizé. He told stories which made me feel
they were meant especially for me.
Gradually I have become interested in traditional
‘storytelling’. I recently attended a storytelling festival
in Amsterdam to learn more about it. I was a bit sceptical
at ﬁrst, but eventually I was completely absorbed in the
stories. I don’t know why, but at one point I couldn’t help
crying. There were Canadian Indians, for instance, who
told stories about their culture.
They talked poetically about how
humble behaviour is the most
highly valued in their society.
Unlike our society, where a modest
attitude does not get you very far.
These kinds of stories give me a lot
of food for thought, and that
changes my outlook on many
things. By showing how people deal
with certain dilemmas or
situations, they can give you
insight into your own life. Many
stories are passed on from one
generation to the next, and are
therefore not static but full of life.
It is a very diﬀerent thing to
reading a story in a book. Listening
to a story is something you do
together, and yet you get your own
feeling about it. For my Master’s
thesis I would like to research how
people look at stories and what role
they can play in their lives. That is
why I am going to India now: to
listen to people’s traditional and
personal stories there.’
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WELCOME TO 2014
A group of students celebrated the start of the New Year
with a chilly dip in the Rhine. At two pm on 1 January
more than 20 hardened men and women stripped oﬀ and
too the plunge to wash their hangovers away.
‘The water was cold, colder than the sea, but the weather
was ﬁne,’ says initiator Dorine Kea. She had promoted the
stunt on Facebook and egged on her friends on New Year’s
Eve. That was enough. The heroes were rewarded with a
cup of hot cocoa. NM
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Ostrich policy won’t do any
It is time to put a stop to inappropriate behaviour on the work
ﬂoor. But you do not need a new policy to achieve that, says the
executive board. Awareness is crucial. Awareness of your own role
and of the responsibility of all staﬀ for ﬂagging up inappropriate
behaviour and doing something about it.
text: Roelof Kleis

T

hat is a brief summary of the message in the
ijWj[c[dj\ehckbWj[ZXoj^[[n[Ykj_l[XeWhZed
inappropriate behaviour. The statement itself is
half a page long and is part of Wageningen UR’s
[n_ij_d] _dj[]h_jo YeZ[$ J^[ ijWj[c[dj WdZ
several concrete actions taken) is the board’s response to
the investigation into inappropriate behaviour led last
year by emeritus professor of Communication Cees van
Woerkum. The report’s title, ‘In Dialogue’, is both an
appeal and an assignment. Resource entered into a
Z_Wbe]k[m_j^Z[fWhj_d]XeWhZY^W_h7Wbj:_`a^k_p[d$

ACTION LIST ON INAPPROPRIATE BEHAVIOUR
In order to tackle inappropriate
behaviour, a series of actions and
measures has been planned, some of
which have already been set in motion.
These measures have come out of the
recommendations of the ‘Van Woerkum
committee’, which investigated the
background to inappropriate behaviour.
7i[h_[ie\Z[iYh_fj_edie\\ehcie\
inappropriate behaviour will be placed
on the internet, together with
suggestions for dealing with them. They
are based on true cases.
;n_ij_d]\ehcie\Wii[hj_l[d[iijhW_d_d]
available to staff will be better
publicized.
7\ehcWjm_bbX[Z[l[bef[Zm^_Y^
managers can use to make sure
Wageningen’s core values can be raised
in day-to-day practice.
?d[n_ij_d]WdZd[mYekhi[i\ehj^ei[_d
leadership positions, there will be added
emphasis on creating a safe working

environment.
Ij[fim_bbX[jWa[dje_cfhel[j^[
vulnerable position of PhD students.
J^[[n[Ykj_l[XeWhZmWdjijecWa[_j
standard practice that the person two
rungs higher up can see your
performance evaluations. The
employees’ council is against this
change, however.
Je_dYh[Wi[Yeef[hWj_edWdZ_dj[hdWb
knowledge sharing, new forms of online
interaction will be sought.
?dWffhefh_Wj[X[^Wl_ekhm_bbX[edj^[
agenda of consultations between the
employees’ councils and management
j[Wci"WdZX[jm[[dj^[[n[Ykj_l[XeWhZ
and the WUR council.
<ebbem_d]j^[[nWcfb[e\j^[;I="WYjehi
will be employed to train managers in
recognizing and dealing with
inappropriate behaviour.
Interested? Look on the intranet, search
term: corporate culture.

In its response, the executive board says it is ‘happy that
the current ﬁndings and signals are not worrying’. But
the latest reports from the corporate social work
department and the conﬁdential counsellor show an
increase in the number of reports of inappropriate
behaviour. Isn’t that worrying?
‘Those reports were worrying. That is why an
independent committee was set up to ﬁnd out what was
]e_d] ed$ 7dZ j^Wj Yecc_jj[[ Z_Z dej ÓW] kf Wdoj^_d]
worrying. Inappropriate behaviour occurs here no more
and no less than in other organizations. You have to
distinguish clearly between real intimidation and the
whole range of behaviours that come close to it. That was
also the reason to delve into it.’
Van Woerkum says whether Wageningen is any better or
worse than anywhere else is not the issue. Certain parts
of the organization were said to come under the category
‘low trust’, which means levels of mutual conﬁdence were
very low. And that is when it really goes wrong, in his
view.
‘You need to see it from the right perspective. It is
important news that it doesn’t go on systematically here
any more than elsewhere. But each case is one case too
cWdo$7dZZedÉjj^_dam[ZedÉjjWa[_ji[h_ekibo$M[Wh[
^Wffoj^Wjm[Wh[deZ_\\[h[djjeej^[heh]Wd_pWj_edi$7dZ
that is why there is not going to be a new policy and set of
_dijhkc[dji$<ehj^_ii_jkWj_edm[Zedej^Wl[jeYec[kf
with much that’s really new. But we do have to activate the
system we have and make it clearer. That is why we are
appealing to individual staff members to take
responsibility. Personally I see that as perhaps the most
important result. That we now say: put it on the table if you
see something. Raise it.’
Senior management has an important role to play,
according to the executive board. Van Woerkum calls
that ‘tone at the top.’ You are at the top. Do you take it
personally that the ﬁnger is pointed at the top?
‘No, I don’t take it personally because I don’t intimidate
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nymore

f[efb[$ Iec[ f[efb[
do accuse me of doing
so, but that is easy isn’t it?
Bring one person to me that I
have intimidated. It is so easy to
say: he is intimidating. I don’t
intimidate at all. Take the opening of the
WYWZ[c_Y o[Wh" m^[d j^ei[ i_n fhe\[iiehi
published an article in Trouw with unfounded arguments
in response to my interview. Has one of them been
approached by me to ask what on earth they thought they
were doing, publishing that in the paper? “Never do that
again, or else…”? Ring them up, ask them. If you can ﬁnd
one person whom I have directly intimidated, I will draw
my conclusions. It is so easy to accuse me of that. I am a
man for the facts. If you make a claim, you must have facts
to back it up.’

last
point
may be the most
important one. It is very
difﬁcult to take the step to raise the issue of intimidating
X[^Wl_ekhXooekhXeii$7dZ_\oekWh[j^[ddejb_ij[d[Zje
_d j^[ eh]Wd_pWj_ed" oek \[[b h[Wbbo [nfei[Z$ J^Wj cWo
prevent people from reporting things. You need to have
the conﬁdence that you will be heard and taken seriously.
7dZ_\iec[ed[][jih[WbboijkYa"j^[oi^ekbZYec[jec[$
I[dZc[Wd[cW_b$F[efb[Wh[\h[[jeZej^Wj$J^WjÉi^em
important this is to me.’

Awareness-raising is a central part of the approach to
inappropriate behaviour. What do you mean by it?
‘People at all levels of the organization should know
that we won’t tolerate inappropriate behaviour. That there
are ways of dealing with this, that you can stand up for
yourself, and that you will be supported in doing so. That

That conﬁdence and that security could lead to more
reports of inappropriate behaviour.
‘We hope so! The threshold should be low. The
conﬁdence that the organization has a listening ear for
victims of inappropriate behaviour, and tackles it, is
probably the most important thing.’
16 January 2014 — RESOURCE
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CSI in the polder
The American red river crayﬁsh is a tough nut to crack. An exotic
species which, if we don’t watch out, will devastate ditches and
undermine dykes around the Netherlands. Alterra plans to use e-DNA to
get the better of this little creature. CSI in the polder.
text: Roelof Kleis

I

t is like something out of science ﬁction. You take a
little water out of a ditch or pond, put it through the
Z[j[Yjeh WdZ ^[o fh[ije 7 b_jjb[ bWj[h W Yecfb[j[
picture of the aquatic life appears on your screen:
j^[ ÓehW" j^[ \WkdW" WdZ j^[ dkcX[hi fh[i[dj$ 7
drop of water as a ﬁngerprint of the biodiversity present.
This is rapidly becoming bread-and-butter work in the
iY_[dj_ÒYmehbZ"iWoi[Yebe]_ij7h`[dZ[=heeje\7bj[hhW$
:[ =heejÉi Ò[bZ _i ceb[YkbWh [Yebe]o" j^[ XhWdY^ e\
science which uses genetic techniques to solve ecological
gk[ij_edi$7bj[hhWki[ij^[c"\eh[nWcfb["jeced_jehj^[
otters released in the Weerribben nature reserve. The
genetic information used to tell individual otters apart
comes from their droppings. It is therefore no longer
d[Y[iiWhojeYWjY^eh[l[deXi[hl[j^[Wd_cWbi$7d_cWbi
leave a genetic trail behind them in all sorts of ways:
droppings, urine, mucus, feathers, hair, dead skin and

BARCODE
DNA barcoding is a method of identifying
species using a small fragment of DNA
from a standard part of the genome.
These typical fragments of DNA are
called markers. The code for a marker
works like a barcode for the species,
rather like the barcode on the packaging
of products in the supermarket.
Molecular ecology uses barcoding for
identiﬁcation. That is fundamentally
diﬀerent to the techniques for population
studies, explains Arjen de Groot
(Alterra). ‘For barcoding you look for one
fragment of DNA (a marker) that is the
same across the species, but diﬀerent for

other species. The exact order of the
letter code within that marker is
important. In population studies, by
contrast, the focus lies precisely on
fragments of DNA which together form
the genetic proﬁle of the individual.’
De Groot has a nice analogy up his
sleeve. He compares the barcode for
identiﬁcation to a footprint: you identify
a species. The barcode used in
population studies is more comparable
to a ﬁngerprint, with which you identify
an individual. In the case of the river
crayﬁsh, the aim is to identify the
species.

Wdoj^_d] [bi[ Wd Wd_cWb if_ji ekj" [nYh[j[i eh i^[Zi$
Droppings are an obvious choice: they are literally lying
around ready to be swept up. But can you detect less
eXl_eki][d[j_YjhWY[iWim[bb57j_doX_je\:D7Z_iiebl[Z
_dmWj[h"\eh_dijWdY[5O[i"oekYWd$:[=heej0ÈJ^Wj\h[[
:D7 _d j^[ mWj[h _i YWbb[Z [#:D7 [dl_hedc[djWb :D7$
You don’t need a single piece of tissue any more. You can
literally make the invisible visible.’
EARLY WARNING
J^[j[Y^d_gk[ki[Z\ehj^_i_iYWbb[Z:D7XWhYeZ_d]i[[
Xen" m^_Y^ XWi_YWbbo c[Wdi W if[Y_[i _i _Z[dj_Ò[Z \hec
certain bits of genetic code. In principle, a single molecule
e\:D7_dWmWj[hiWcfb[_i[dek]^je_Z[dj_\oWif[Y_[i
m_j^" iWoi :[ =heejÉi Yebb[W]k[ ?le BWhei$ È?j _i h[Wbbo
amazing that you can still ﬁnd it. That you can detect the
presence of an individual animal in thousands of litres of
water.’
The intended victims of this high-tech stunt are
7c[h_YWd h[Z h_l[h YhWoÒi^ WdZ j^[_h [nej_Y h[bWj_l[i$ 7j
j^[ ]el[hdc[djÉi X[^[ij" 7bj[hhW _i Z[l[bef_d] W j[ij je
provide an early warning system for the presence of these
creatures in Dutch surface water.
River crayﬁsh belong in these waters, but only the
_dZ_][dekiif[Y_[i"j^[;khef[Wdh_l[hYhWoÒi^$:[=heej0
ÈJ^[ ej^[h if[Y_[i" _dYbkZ_d] j^[ 7c[h_YWd h[Z h_l[h
crayﬁsh, were introduced here by humans. But they are
doing amazingly well.’ Too well, with all that that entails.
They are devastating the vegetation in our ditches, they
Xh_d]Z_i[Wi[im_j^j^[cikY^WiYhWoÒi^fbW]k[m^_Y^
they themselves are resistant to), and they dig tunnels
m^_Y^ YWd ZWcW][ XWdai$ 7dZ oek i^ekbZdÉj Ze j^Wj _d
this waterlogged country, because it could spell disaster.
J^[7c[h_YWd[nej_Yif[Y_[i_ifWhj_YkbWhbodejeh_ekiWdZ
is turning up all over the country. The water boards are
therefore keen to tackle the creature, but to do so you have
jeijWhj_dj_c[$7dZj^_i_im^[h[j^[ijWdZWhZj[Y^d_gk[i
let you down. ‘By the time you ﬁnd them, the population is
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probably already so big that it is difﬁcult to get rid of them.
What we are developing is a sort of early warning system to
get the measure of the situation fast.’
ONE MOLECULE IS ENOUGH
J^[h[ikbjiie\WhWh[[dYekhW]_d]$:[=heej0ÈM[^Wl[W
method of identifying the crayﬁsh, we have the right
markers. In the plural because there are several genera of
river crayﬁsh. In total, including the indigenous ones,
there are eight species of river crayﬁsh present, divided
over three genera. The idea now is that we will combine
those markers, so that you only need one test to
demonstrate whether there are crayﬁsh in the water, and
which genus. To do that we have taken a large number of
water samples from ditch systems in areas all over the
Yekdjhom^[h[m[ademj^Wjj^[7c[h_YWdh_l[hYhWoÒi^eh
another species is present. The results are positive: we
already been able to demonstrate the presence of ﬁve
species in their natural environment.
Iej^[fh_dY_fb[mehai$ÈJ^[j[ijh[l[Wbij^[fh[i[dY[e\
genetic material of the river crayﬁsh and that makes it
kiWXb[ Xej^ \eh j^[ 7c[h_YWd h_l[ YhWoÒi^ WdZ \eh ej^[h
_dlWi_l[ h_l[h YhWoÒi^"É iWoi :[ =heej$ 8kj j^[ `eX _i dej

done yet. ‘The question is which part of the pond or ditch
you can say something about,’ says Laros. ‘Of course a lot
Z[f[dZiedj^[dWjkh[e\j^[mWj[h0m^[j^[h_jÓemieh_i
ij_bb$>embed]Ze[ij^[:D7ijWo_djWYj_dj^[mWj[h5Ç
‘We are testing how far the detection reaches on the
]Whb_Y jeWZ"É WZZi :[ =heej$ ÈJe Ze j^_i m[ ki[ m^Wj _i
called quantitative PCR. That means that as well as a yes/
deiYeh[oekWbiec[Wikh[^emckY^:D7j^[h[_i_doekh
sample. Then you try to ﬁnd out the relations between the
:D7WdZj^[YhWoÒi^$>embed]Ze[ij^[:D7ijWoWhekdZ
and stay detectable? How does the animal behave? Does it
ijWo _d ed[ fbWY[ eh cel[ ed5 7hekdZ j^[ mehbZ j^_i _i
being tested on loads of species. This is state of the art
stuff.’
Besides identifying them, the test should in future also
tell us something about the numbers of crayﬁsh present
_dj^[mWj[hÈJ^Wj_ih[Wbboj^[>ebo=hW_be\j^_ih[i[WhY^"É
j^_dai:[=heej$È?jh[Wbbo_i_dYh[Z_Xbo[nY_j_d]h[i[WhY^"É
adds Laros. ‘You take a water sample and see which
species you get. In principle, one river crayﬁsh is enough
jeZ[cedijhWj[j^[_hfh[i[dY[$7\[mi[fWhWj[ceb[Ykb[i
e\j^[cWha[hWh[[dek]^$?dj^[eho"[l[d`kijed["Xkjm[
d[[ZjeY^[Yaj^Wjekj$J^_i_ih[Wb9I?$É

‘What we are
developing is
a sort of early
warning system
to get the
measure of the
situation fast’
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COUNTING
POINTS
From next year, students who gain fewer than 36 study points in their ﬁrst
year could ﬁnd themselves out on their ears. Wageningen will then be the
last Dutch university to introduce a binding recommendation on proceeding
to the second year (BSA). Good idea or needless interference?
text: Romy Appelman / illustration: Kito

Luka de Fluiter

Xanthe van Dierendonck

BSc student of Landscape
Architecture & Spatial Planning
‘There are two sides to it. For some
people it would be a good thing if a
BSA was introduced. In my group at
the moment there is someone who has
done absolutely nothing so far. On the
other hand, sometimes you don’t get enough study points
just because of the circumstances. And then a BSA is not
such a good idea. If a BSA is brought in, I think there
should be enough opportunities to resit, so that everybody
is in a position to get enough study points by the end of
the year.’

Student council member for VeSte
‘I don’t think there are many people
who are against a BSA for less than
36 points. But experiences at other
universities show that the number of
points required often gets raised
within a few years. Whereas Wageningen doesn’t really need a BSA at all. Compared with
other universities, including those with a BSA, we already
have a high pass rate. So the argument that ‘they have it at
other universities too’ is not valid. A binding recommendation is a pretty blunt tool, so I think we are better off
without it. Let’s ﬁrst wait and see what effect the measures
already taken have.’

Marjolein ten Haaft and Loes van Selm
BSc students of Landscape
Architecture & Spatial Planning, and
of Business and Consumer Sciences
‘It is good that there will be a BSA. It
motivates you to study harder. It is
necessary for some people and not for
others. If someone is really doing
their best but not managing, of course you must have
good supervision. Someone who keeps an eye on whether
it’s going well, for instance, and who you have regular
meetings with. We don’t need that because we have
passed everything so far. And actually it was nice that we
don’t have a BSA, because it does sound a bit dramatic.’

Sietse Sterrenburg
Study advisor BSc Economics and
Policy
‘I am for a BSA because it can prevent
extreme cases. It is common knowledge that falling behind in the ﬁrst
year is a good predictor of taking
extra time throughout the degree
course. There are students who don’t make any progress at
all: some of them get only twelve points in their ﬁrst year
and six the year after. As their study advisor you can chase
people up, but if they don’t respond or turn up, there is a
limit to it. Perhaps a BSA might galvanize these people
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into action. The BSA cutoff point shouldn’t be too high,
but 36 points is reasonable. I think you are in the wrong
place if you don’t manage that in your ﬁrst year.’

Lesley Vedder
MSc student of Animal Sciences
‘I did an applied science degree
before this at the HAS in Den Bosch
and because I came from a vocational
MBO course, I had to pass my ﬁrst
year in one year. That pressure, that I
had to ﬁnish, worked well for me.
You can’t be lazy; you are prodded to keep at it. I think
Bachelor’s students who come straight from secondary
school don’t take their studies so seriously. They are living
away from home for the ﬁrst time and they start partying.
Some of them are still funded by their parents, so they
don’t feel the pressure that comes from a loan. With a BSA
they will have to get down to work.’

Koen
MSc student of Forest and Nature
Management
‘I think it’s a good thing. The
government is putting pressure on to
get through a degree course faster. A
BSA will stimulate new students to
pass their ﬁrst year. That way you
quickly ﬁlter out students who really aren’t up to it. Many
ﬁrst years who don’t get enough points are perfectly
capable of doing so, but they don’t have the discipline to
study hard enough. If you are clever enough to get into
university, you should also have enough sense to get help
if you are not coping. Otherwise you should do an applied
science degree course, where it is all much more schoollike. You can always go on to do a university degree after
that.’

Why are you jumping from
the highest bridge in the
world... with 100 kilos
dynamite around your
waist... into a paddling pool
full of vegetarian piranhas?
What for?
Incomprehensible!
“Not enough study points!
Disastrous!”
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STUDENT COUNCIL BINS
NEW MINOR POLICY
The student council has ﬂexed its
muscles for the ﬁrst time in a
long while. The students rejected
a proposal by the executive
board to make changes to the
minor system. The university will
have to go back to the drawing
board.
Students and the university have a
fundamental difference of opinion
on how a minor should be put
together. The university would
prefer to see students making use
of their scope for elective courses
by opting for one of the standard
packages approved by the
examinations committees.
Administration-wise, this is easy,
and it guarantees the coherence
and depth of the minors.
The student council, however,
insists that students should

continue to be free to put together
their own minor. That enables
them to dovetail their degree
programme as closely as possible
to their career ambitions. The title
of a minor of this sort should then
of course be detailed on their
degree certiﬁcates, and this is
exactly where the students part
company with the university: from
September 2014, the board only
wants to see ‘ofﬁcial’ minors
speciﬁed on degree certiﬁcates.
EXTENSIONS
The student council is standing its
ground. The students understand
the concerns about quality, but
restricting students’ freedom of
choice is the wrong way to go
about it, says Simone Ritzer
(VeSte). ‘The current, standard
minors do not adequately meet

students’ needs. Sometimes, for
instance, they do not tie in with a
student’s prior knowledge. The
individual minor gives students
the perfect opportunity to choose
courses that match their personal
ambitions and preferences. This
will help them stand out from
other jobseekers later on.’
The measure may also lead to
students taking longer to graduate.
Simone: ‘The university’s proposal
is impossible to timetable. Ten of
the twenty programmes run compulsory courses during the minor
period. That could lead to your
needing an extension, with all the
expenses that entails. The alternative is a tailormade minor, but
without speciﬁcation on the degree
certiﬁcate. Both options are unacceptable to the student council.’
The student council does want

to help think through a solution to
the minor problem. Its proposal is
to analyse the choice of minors so
that the range of standard minors
offered meets the demand. Student counsellors from the various
programmes could also provide
better guidance and information
on the existing minors, so that
these are opted for more often. In
turn, the university has announced
that the student council’s
concerns will be addressed, and
solutions to the timetabling
problems will be sought.
This is the ﬁrst time in a long
while that the student council has
rejected a proposal by the
executive board. Simone: ‘It is
nice that we can now show that we
do step on the brakes if the quality
of students’ education is at stake.’
Linda van der Nat

Nobelweg construction can begin
This is what the new student
housing on the Nobelweg will
look like. The building will
contain 149 rooms, due to be
ready in Spring 2015.
The Nobelweg is a six-storey
complex to be built by Klaassen
real estate developers from
Arnhem for student housing
provider Idealis. Of the 149 rooms,
69, situated on the corner of the
Nobelweg and the Dolderstraat,
will be self-contained. The
entrance to these homes will be at
the back of the building, on a
square to be called Bello, after the
tram that plied between Ede and
Wageningen up until 1986. There
will also be parking spaces for cars
and bicycles behind the building.
The other 80 student rooms will
be divided over 16 homes, in each
of which ﬁve residents will share a
kitchen, a toilet, a bathroom and a

garden. The homes are designed
so that they can easily be adapted
for occupation by families. The
self-contained units can also be

converted into larger apartments.
This ﬂexibility enables Idealis to
adjust to any drop in student
numbers in future. The latest

prognosis, however, is for a big
increase for at least the next ﬁve
years. RK
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NEW STUDENT LOBBY ORGANIZATION

In May last year, the student of
Biotechnology narrowly missed
gaining a seat on the student
council. But that did not dampen
her political interest, she says. ‘In
the runup to the elections you get a
good idea of what is going on in
the university. But I also saw lots of
issues that the student council
cannot tackled because they lie
outside the university’s
jurisdiction. Things like housing,
for instance, or facilities in
Wageningen.’ A few years ago the
student union WSO bit the dust,
and its successor Pulse was shortlived. Since then Wageningen has
lacked an organization that stands
up for students’ interests outside
university matters. Emma: ‘I asked
around in my network and it
appeared there was a real need
there.’

CREDIT FOTOGRAAF

A successor to the Wageningen
student union may be about to
emerge. A group of enthusiasts,
led by BSc student Emma
Diederiks, is working on setting
up a new organization for
defending student interests.

Emma Diederiks

LEFTWING STUDENTS
Emma, who is a member of
student society SSR-W, was quickly
able to gather a group of likeminded people around her. She
has now forged links with the
national student union LSVb and

ex-members of WSO. The initiators
will now set about inventorying the
main problems they see, such as
the shortage of student housing.
The students would also like to see
improved relations with
Wageningen town council and

they will look into the possibilities
for starting a Wageningen legal aid
desk.
They expect to have a plan ready
by the end of the summer. Emma:
‘The working title we have chosen
for now is Student Interests
Wageningen. We don’t know
whether we want to come under
the category ‘union’. That carries a
certain image, of leftwing students
who protest against everything and
have bad relations with the student
societies.’ The group says it has
good relations with the student
societies, because students from
the working group are at SSR-W,
have served on a student society
board, or have been active in
Aiesec. Emma emphasizes that the
lobby organization is for all
Wageningen students, including
those at Van Hall Larenstein and
Stoas.
Students with good ideas or
who would like to get involved can
get in touch through the email
address:
studentenbelangenwageningen@
gmail.com. LvdN

App guides students to unused PCs
The student council has launched
an app which shows where there
are PCs available. This aid should
help reduce the frustration that
builds up when looking for a work
station.
It is a common source of irritation
among students. You come to the
Forum to study, only to ﬁnd all the
computers occupied. Frustrated,
you trail around all the computer
rooms in the hope of ﬁnding a free
machine somewhere. Happily, this
frustration is about to become a
thing of the past: the student
council presented the available pc
app at its New Year drinks party on
14 January. The app enables you to
see for each building on your
smartphone how many of the 1675

WUR PCs are free.
Besides the Forum, Orion and
the Leeuwenborch, buildings such
as Gaia and Radix are included in
the system too. The details are
clearly shown per room and even per
corridor or corner. To keep it up-todate, the app gets a signal from all
the computers on campus every 10
minutes. The app also uses
timetable information to block out
rooms in which lectures are going
on.
CAKE
Using a Facebook poll, the student
council discovered that there was a
real need for this kind of app in
Wageningen. Similar apps are
already in use in other university
towns. Most of the students we

asked in the Forum conﬁrmed that
they were going to use the app. So
the student council hopes for a
large number of downloads. ‘I
would be very happy with 2000
downloads,’ says chair Anneloes
Reinders. ‘which would mean one
third of the student population
would have it. Then we’ll treat the
IT department to cake.’
The available PC app was created
by the IT department of
Wageningen UR, and funded – to
the tune of 25,000 euros – by the
department of Education, Research
and Innovation. While it was under
development, the student council
served as a sounding board,
brainstorming in advance and
giving feedback on interim versions.
Creating apps is becoming more

and more important for IT, says
Ronald van der Meulen, who is
responsible for applications: ‘In
2012 we still did hardly anything in
the ﬁeld of apps but last year we
concluded that this is going to be
important.’ You can download the
available pc app free from the App
Store and Google Play Store. RR
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MCLOSER
An American teacher lost 17 kilos
in 90 days by only eating from
McDonald’s. His students put a
menu together for him based on
the fast food chain’s nutrition
guide. A maximum of 2000
calories per day with suﬃcient
nutrients. The local McManager
was so enthusiastic he oﬀered the
food free of charge. The teacher
also walked for 45 minutes a day,
which he had not done before that.

HOT SPOT

This is something for Typical
Dutch: a heated cycle path! At the
foot of Wageningen’s hill (the cycle
path to Renkum) there is 50
metres of heated cycle path due to
hot-and-cold storage underneath
it. Funny people, those Dutch. But
good for the environment, apparently – there’ll be no need to grit
the path when it freezes. We think
it has all the requirement of a new
hangout – for people and animals.

De Overkant may become Navigators’ new home
Student society Navigators
(NSW) may become the new
tenant of former café De
Overkant. Membership of the
Christian student club has been
growing fast ilast year, so the
members are eagerly seeking a
new location. Just when the
PopUpClub is leaving the
Bevrijdingstraat café…
The NSW’s Bible study groups get
together at six different locations,
but for a plenary activity their
present location at Hoevestein is
just a bit too small, says president
Bouke Kappers. ‘It would be great
to have our own clubhouse at last.
Now we always have to look for a
location for activities such as
courses and parties.’
The PopUpClub has rented De
Overkant café since the summer,
but is now looking for a new home.
NSW joined the PopUppers there

The café
on the
Bevrijdingsstraat,
once a
butcher’s
shop.

this month to see whether it is a
suitable building for a club
headquarters, says Kappers. And
they liked it. ‘It would be perfect if
we could rent it. It is bigger, easier
to ﬁnd, has more atmosphere, it is
in the centre and it offers more
scope for hosting guests.’
It is not yet entirely certain
whether NSW will be the new
tenant. All the housing associa-

tion’s current contracts have to be
completed ﬁrst. The Navigators are
also looking for a co-tenant, as the
society cannot afford the rent on
its own, and only needs the
building on a couple of days a
week. According to Kappers, IxESN
has expressed an interest. Things
should be clearer within a month,
he expects. Milou van der Horst

DOWNTURN
Books hold up a mirror to history,
shows a British study. But it is a
rear view mirror. Words denoting a
negative mood are used more often
after a period of economic malaise.
The delayed reaction is about ten
years. What can we conclude from
that? There is a literary winter
ahead.

SELECTION
The University of Leiden selects
students for its degree in Medicine. But the ‘selection criteria could
put male candidates at a disadvantage,’ says the university council.
They are referring to the grades
achieved at the end of the ﬁfth
year of high school, before entering the ﬁnal year. Because boys
take longer to grow up, they get
lower marks than girls at that point.
The Medicine department has no
plans to change the procedure, reports the university magazine Mare.

HONOURS, HERE WE COME! These students may be part
of the ﬁrst cohort of Wageningen Honours students next
year. September sees the start of the ﬁrst two-year
trajectory oﬀering students more depth and breadth in
their studies. The ﬁrst informative meeting about the
programme was held on 14 January, and was attended
by about 50 students. Their main interest was to hear
more about the contents of the introduction course that
begins in March, as well as about the actual Honours

programme and the selection procedure.
The programme team was pleasantly surprised by
the big turnout, given that it expects to run the
introduction course for about 40 students. Several more
information meetings are planned for 16, 20 and 23
January, with an extra one added on 28 January.
Students with high grades will receive an invitation to
take part in the introductory course from the rector
around 20 January. LvdN, photo Guy Ackermans
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EPISODE 22 - MORTIERSTRAAT 14B<<
ILLUSTRATIES: KIM PETERSE

Just before the Christmas holidays, the residents selected
Filippo to occupy the room vacated by Elise. Like Vera, he
spent the whole holiday at home, so it is relatively quiet in the
house.

Bike
‘D

amn, damn, damn,’ spluttered Derk, slamming the
door and stamping up the stairs.
‘Can you tone it down a bit?’ called Willem-Jan from the
living room. Willem-Jan’s been glued to Breaking Bad since
Christmas.
‘No,’ retorted Derk, ‘I can’t tone it down at all.’ With a sigh,
Willem-Jan pressed the pause button.
‘Tell me, dear girl. What’s getting you down?’
‘I’ve been a student for two and a half years and this is the
third bike I’ve had nicked. I am totally pissed oﬀ.’ WillemJan grinned and went back to his series.
‘Is that all? Just nick another one and you’re done. Can you
pass me a Golden Power while you’re here?’
Grumbling, Derk went over to the fridge. ‘But if I do that I’m
just as much in the wrong as the person who nicked my bike.’
‘If that bothers you, buy a new one,’ said Willem-Jan. ‘It’s
quite simple really.’ Without looking up he started sipping
his energy drink.
‘Imagine. Imagine I really did want to steal a bike. How
would I go about it?’ Willem-Jan closed his laptop and turned to Derk.
‘Well, in that entirely hypothetical case,’ he grinned, ‘it all
depends. You can cut through a cheap lock just like that
with a pair of pliers. And stronger locks I get broken into.’
‘Aha,’ said Derk, with a frown.
‘You know what,’ said Willem-Jan, ‘I’ll go along with you
tonight and we’ll organize a new bike for you.’
Just before midnight the two of them were skulking around
on the Haarweg. Thank God most people were at home for

Christmas, thought Derk. There were hardly any lights on in
the rooms. Even though it was always quiet here, he felt as
if there were eyes on him all around them.
‘I don’t know whether I still think this is a good idea,’ Derk
began.
‘Oh come on,’ said Willem-Jan. ‘It’s child play. Here’s a bike
with a gloriﬁed toy lock.’ Casually, he cut through the cable.
‘There you go.’
As they left, Derk’s thoughts were racing. Ashamed and nervous, he was convinced the police might appear around
every corner. But as they got close to home, an involuntary
grin spread across his face. He had had an adventure and
now he had a free bike. When they got inside, Willem-Jan
lost no time in opening two cans of beer. ‘Come on, here’s to
Robin Hood. Stealing a bike back now and then is quite justiﬁed.’ And he launched straight into the old story about the
time he pinched a yearbook in Eindhoven. Before he reached
the climax of his story he was distracted by the sound of the
door slamming again and in stormed a fuming Bianca.
‘Hey, where are you coming from at this time of night?’
‘I’ve walked all the way back from the Haarweg,’ said Bianca. ‘My bike’s been nicked!’

Resource follows events at Mortierstraat 14B

‘Phantom students’ in Wageningen
Foreign students often do not
deregister with the municipality
when they return home. But now
the municipality says it has
purged the population register of
all the erroneous entries.
Up until recently, the municipality
of Wageningen had about 700
phantom inhabitants. These were
people who did not deregister with

the municipality when they left
Wageningen but do not actually
live there anymore. The mayor,
Geert van Rumund, said this
during the municipality’s New
Year reception, according to De
Gelderlander newspaper.
Wageningen came across the
phantom inhabitants during a
purge of the population register
last year. According to the

municipality, these are mainly
foreign students at the university
who fail to deregister when they
return home. They make up the
vast majority (75 per cent) of the
phantom inhabitants.
POPULATION INCREASED
At the start of this year, the
municipality’s population was
ofﬁcially just over 37,500, the same

as last year, says De Gelderlander,
quoting the mayor during the New
Year reception. But the 700
phantom residents were in the
population register a year ago,
before the purge, whereas they are
not any more. So in fact
Wageningen’s population
AS
increased last year.
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>> PARTIES
The best parties according to
Wageningen Uitgaans Promotie. Check
www.wageningenup.nl for all parties.

KSV – TRINITY STONEHENGE
Yhursday 16 en Friday 17 January from 23.00 to
04.00 uur
Three nights in a row of partying at KSV: that is
what is the annual Trinity event is about. You
could compare it with the crazy sales days at the
Bijenkorf department store: wildly popular and

good for the turnover. You must be able to
come to at least one of the parties, surely?
Trinity has become a real ﬁxture in Wageningen: KSV is full of partying students every night.
DAY 2: ROCK YOUR BODY
The three-day event began on Wednesday, and
on Thursday Trinity bashes on with DJ Skitzofrenix. With Rock your Body as the theme, you’ll
be able to keep going all night long to the best
beats.
DAY 3: STONE(D)
The best cover band in the Benelux is coming to
Trinity on the last night. SOC is a band with a
rough edge to it, and its musicians are not
afraid of the heavier stuff. Their sound will give
you enough energy for one more night of
swinging.

BLUES PUB CRAWL – WAGENINGEN CITY CENTRE
Saturday 18 January 20.30 to 1.30
A jolly weekend full of blues band
performances. Bit like the Popronde, but then
with a blues theme. On Saturday 18 January,
there is an especially busy programme. That is
when you will ﬁnd a variety of blues bands in
several different cafés. On Saturday, for
instance, you can hear local hero and WUR
spokesman Simon Vink. He will be playing with
Willy B & the Blue Sparrow and the Hokum
Stompers in De Zaaier. The weekend attracts a
very diverse audience, with a lot of students as
well as local Wageningen folk coming along to
listen over a beer or two.

This feature is provided by the Wageningen UP
team

>> THE WORKS
‘OF COURSE I
LEARNED TO SHOOT
AND RIDE A HORSE’
Who? Leroy Versteeg, MSc Biology graduate
What? Internship at Baylor College of Medicine, part
of the Texas Medical Centre
Where? Houston, Texas
‘The Texas Medical Centre, where I did my internship, is the largest of
its kind in the world – more than seven million patients are treated
there every year. It is made up of 21 hospitals and 8 universities which
purchase the latest treatments and equipment between them. Perfect
for me, because I was keen to work in a lab with state-of-the-art
technology. The department I worked in develops vaccinations for
tropical diseases such as West Nile fever and hookworm.
Something I wasn’t used to in Wageningen is the amount of time I
spend here on reporting and in meetings. That is because research
projects here are funded through grants from organizations such as the
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, or through investments by
companies, and they of course want to know how their money is spent.
At a university you sometimes simply want to know how something
works, but here you constantly have to ask yourself whether what you
are doing will contribute anything to the end product, the vaccine.
In my free time I went out and about with my housemates. Of course, as
you would expect in Texas, I learned country dancing and to shoot and
ride a horse. We ate out a lot too. Houston is full of cheap restaurants –
you could get a full meal for six euros. You notice than people there are

fatter than in Holland, on average, so I was extra careful about what I
ate. On a weekend camping trip we went to a place near the Mexican
border. It was six hours’ drive – as far as the south of France from
Holland. There are lots of rivers in that area, and tubing is all the rage.
That involves taking a tractor inner tube, often with a net across the
middle. You sit in it, take a beer along – sometimes there is a whole
cool box on the tyre – and ﬂoat down the river for hours. There are
buses waiting along the river bank to take you back to the campsite. It
was really strange to be at a campsite with a sign warning you that you
might see people walking around at night, and not to approach them.
They are illegal Mexican immigrants, who might think you are part of a
patrol.’ JB
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MEANWHILE IN... <<
The World Cup in Brazil
In the news: With six months to go until the kick-off of the football World Cup, preparations are in full swing in Brazil. But not
without a few hitches. The country is plagued by social unrest and
construction projects are running hopelessly behind schedule:
the deadline has not been met for six of the twelve stadiums.
Comments by Brazilian students Lucas Ryuichi Muraoka (MSc Plant
Sciences) and André Eidi Miyashita (MSc Management, Economics
and Consumer Studies).
André: ‘The government says the investments in the World Cup
will stimulate our economy. But it is money that is being spent
the wrong way. We saw the same thing with the Pan-American
Games in 2007, when Brazil invested in stadiums which are now
abandoned.’
Lucas: ‘Personally I am against the holding of the World Cup in
Brazil. It involved an awful lot of money which is being spent the
wrong way. We have a lot of social problems in Brazil, such as
hunger, poverty and crime – there is a shortage of prisons, so they
are overpopulated and prisoners murder each other. Those
problems should be solved ﬁrst, before we spend money on an
event like this. They have already gone way over budget.
According to some people, that has to do with corruption –
something Brazil is famous for all over the world.
At the moment the government is bringing together a wellequipped taskforce of 10,000 people, with the aim of combatting
violence during the World Cup. But that taskforce will also be
used against people who take to the streets in protest – and those
are protests I very much support.
In spite of the problems the World Cup brings with it, I will
watch. I don’t approve of what the government is doing, nor of
the coming of the event. But the sport itself is great. In Brazil it is
part of the culture.’
André: ‘Brazil will come to a standstill during the World Cup. The
whole country will stop everything to watch the matches. We have
just heard that our university in Brazil has changed the timetable
so that there are no lectures on the days when Brazil is playing.
Football is a social leveller. You can talk about it with your
friends, with your boss and with your professor.’ JB

Xavier David Aguirre Davila
In the weekend before Christmas,
we heard the sad news that Xavier
David Aguirre Davila had passed
away. He had only been with us for
four months, since the start of his
MSc-studies Organic Agriculture in
September 2013.
David (19 november 1983) was
born and raised in Quito, Ecuador.
In 2007, he obtained his degree of
agricultural engineer at the Escuela
Politecnica del Ejercito (ESPE). After that, he worked in a number of
jobs, since the last four years as a
freelancer designing and implementing orchards and gardens,
working with diﬀerent communities. His big dream was to contribute to the reconnection of humanity with plants and nature, and to
a respectful and sustainable relationship with the environment surrounding us. He decided to apply
for the MSc programme Organic
Agriculture to gain knowledge that
could help him achieving this dream.
His fellow-students and lecturers
learned to know David as a serious,
dedicated student. He was appreciated for his modest, friendly and
respectful way of participation in
classes and other activities. In his
personal life, besides his dreams
and ambitions, David also had his
doubts. Life could feel as a heavy
burden when he felt depressed.
It is diﬃcult to realise that David
is not here anymore. Words are insuﬃcient to express our feelings.
We hope that David has found the
peace he searched for. Never will
we forget his dream for a better
world, his dedication and warm
personality. We wish his family
and friends the strength needed to
carry this big loss.
Cor Langeveld, Anja Kuipers, MSc
Programme Organic Agriculture.

in memoriam

Marthijn Sonneveld
Marthijn Sonneveld was an
outstanding soil scientist. Coming
from a farming background, and
building on a strong Wageningen
tradition, he strove to connect
theory with practice. He received
his PhD cum laude, and served as
chair of the Dutch Soil Science
Association. Marthijn was a
lecturer, the education coordinator
for his group, and a member of the
programme committee. He was
very popular with students and
was nominated this year again for
the Teacher of the Year award.
Education and research were
brought together in the book
Landscapes of the Netherlands:
Marthijn was one of the authors
and the driving force behind this
fantastic reference work. He was
rightly proud of it.
All this is what Marthijn did. But
what impressed us all most was
how he did it. On the basis of solid
knowledge, with enthusiasm, and
with ambition. Always prepared to
support colleagues and students in
word and in deed. And incredibly
reliable. If Marthijn took on a task,
you knew it would be done well. At
the beginning of September,
Marthijn went on a ﬁeld trip with
students, and dug a soil proﬁle pit
in spite of his back pain. The
following weekend he was
admitted to hospital and turned
out to be seriously ill. He had to
give up his work but remained
involved in both research and
education to the end. We shall
miss Marthijn sorely and our
thoughts are with his family.
Jacok Wallinga, Professor of Soil
Geography and Landscape
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in memoriam

We will miss Herman sorely. We remember him with warmth as an excellent and inﬂuential researcher
and a ﬁne, committed and humorous colleague. We wish his wife
Clara and their sons strength in
this diﬃcult period.
Jacques Neeteson, Martin van Ittersum, Ken Giller and Martin Kropﬀ

wanted/on oﬀer
Yusdiana
We are very shocked to hear that
Yusdiana (Diana to her friends), a
graduate of the master International
Development Studies, passed away
unexpectedly on 28 December.
Diana fulﬁlled her dream to have a
master degree in September 2010.
Diana was a very special person
who inspired all those who knew
her. We all still vividly recall her
big warm smile. She has faced
many challenges in her life with so
much determination. Being conﬁned to a wheelchair must have
been really challenging for her,
though she never showed it. She
was always cheerful, always interested in everything around her,
and made herself an integral and
valuable part of the class of 2008.
Diana was working at the ASEAN
General Election Network for Disability Access as the Disability Rights
Advisor. She still had strong bonds
with people she had met in Wageningen, and was still in touch with
many of her friends and classmates.
With great sadness we say goodbye
to a dear old student/friend. Everyone who knows her, will always remember her and value the impact
that she had on us all. We have
been fortunate to know such a remarkable person. The impression
that she made is not likely to fade.
We will miss her and wish her family in Lombok and her friends all
over the world strength with their
immense loss.
Terima Kasih (thank you), Diana,
for your inspiration.
Sudha Loman (study advisor)
Also on behalf of Maria Smetsers
(programme director), Prof. Noelle
Aarts (thesis supervisor), Prof. Anke
Niehof (second thesis supervisor),
Andra Iacob (her close friend), and
the rest of the MID Class 2008

Herman van Keulen
Herman van Keulen passed away
on the 9th December 2013. Herman was emeritus Professor in the
chairgroup Plant Production Systems and senior researcher at
Agrosystems Research (Plant Research International).
Herman began his career in Wageningen in 1969 in the departments
Theoretical Production Ecology
and Soil Science. After this he worked in Israël and Indonesia before
he joined CABO, a predecessor of
PRI. From 1987-1993 Herman was
visiting professor at ITC (Enschede) and from 1994-1998 Professor
Animal Production Systems (WU).
Next to his position at PRI, from
1999 until his retirement in 2010
Herman was Special Professor at
Plant Production Systems.
Herman specialised in agroecological research to improve food security in developing countries, in
particular in South-east Asia and
sub-Saharan Africa. He made a major contribution to sustainability
of the Dutch dairy sector (De Marke). He was a generalist, and knew
enough about crops, soils and animals to integrate this knowledge
to the beneﬁt of sustainable systems. He was a fore-runner in interdisciplinary research between
the natural and social sciences.
He was a proliﬁc author, excellent
teacher and he launched the academic careers of 57 scientists
through their PhD. In 2010 Herman
received the high accolade as an
Oﬃcer in de Orde van Oranje-Nassau. On November 15, 2013 his two
last students successfully defended their PhDs. He was no longer
well enough to attend the ceremonies, but he proudly followed every minute through Wageningen UR
TV.

Announcements by and for students and staﬀ. Send in a maximum
of 75 words to resource@wur.nl on
the Thursday before publication
(and for the International Edition
include an English version). Subject: Announcements.
Lift Utrecht-Wageningen
Half maart ga ik ACT doen als afsluiting van mijn master International Development. Helaas heb ik
geen ov-reisrecht meer en woon ik
in Utrecht. Daarom ben ik op zoek
naar een mede-forens die dagelijks
naar Wageningen op-en-neer rijdt.
Ken of ben jij die persoon en mag
ik voor twee maanden meereizen?
Emailadres: ﬂoor.leeftink@wur.nl.
In ruil kan ik een kleine vergoeding
bieden of een regelmatige wasbeurt
voor de auto.

announcements
Announcements for and by students and staﬀ. Send no more than
75 words to resource@wur.nl, with
‘Announcement’ as subject, on the
Thursday before publication.
Urban greens – Rural blues
With over 9 billion people on Earth
in 2050, what will the city of the
future look like? Join the discussion with scientists and visionaries
to ﬁnd out why we need to start
building on water, grow our food
on the rooftops and how we can
green our cities. Speakers: Rutger
van der Graaf (BlueRevolution),
Jan-Willem van der Schans (LEI) en
Elma Schoenmaker (BelW). Tuesday, 21 January 19.00-21.00, Public Library (BBLTHK), Wageningen
INFO: WWW.STICHTINGRUW.NL

Crash course
Crash course on WU Education: Governance, Policy and Organisation

Tiny van Boekel, Dean of Education
and Director OWI, will address four
issues. Governance and organisation of WU, funding of courses and
other ﬁnancial issues, the main
agenda items of Programme Committees and the tasks, responsibilities and authorities of a Programme Committee and its members.
Date: Wednesday 22 January, 19.30
– 22.00 hrs. Venue: Forum Building, VIP Rooms
SUBSCRIBE? MAIL MARLENE.JANSSEN@WUR.NL

Lecture: PhD, pleasure or burden?
To do or not to do a PhD is a critical
question for lots of MSc students.
In order to help you to make your
decision, we invited Prof. Martin
Kropﬀ to give his opinion on the
next questions: What are the basic
requirements for a PhD? Where &
how can you ﬁnd the info about
PhD positions? What are the selection procedures for potential PhD
candidates? What are the positive
& negative aspects of doing a PhD?
What will be the next step of a PhD
and what is the common career path
of a PhD? Free for KLV members.
Impulse, building 115, Wednesday
22 January. 19.00 - 21.30 hrs.
INFO: WWW.KLV.NL

Cursus Boeddhisme
Praktische methode gericht op het
ontwikkelen van innerlijke vrede
en mededogen. Stof uit eerdere
cursusjaren wordt kort samengevat
(voor nieuwkomers) en uitgediept,
en meditatie onderricht. Met prof.
Matthijs G.C.Schouten, meditatieleraar Birmaanse traditie, bioloog,
godsdienstwetenschapper en Keltisch-letterkundige. Leerstoelen
Wageningen, Ierland en werkzaam
in de natuurbescherming. 4 woensdagavonden: 12, 19, 26 februari en
5 maart, 20.00-22.00 in Ontmoetingskerk, Emmalaan l, Bennekom.
Kosten: € 30,- (studenten €15,-).
OPGAVE: INGE.REITSMAVINK@GMAIL.COM

Play Softbal
The World Championship Softball
2014 will be held for the ﬁrst time
in Europe, in the Netherlands to be
speciﬁc. A sensation, because
softball is a relatively small sport
in the Netherlands. Nevertheless,
the Dutch Women Softball Team
became European Champions in
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A conference on democracy, global markets and
development. A varied program with e.g. Mouaz al-Khatib

Sign up nów www.astruggleforpeace.nl
2013 for the 3th time in a row.
Despite softball being a small
sport, Wageningen has his own
softball ﬁeld at ‘De Zoom’. The
‘Matchmakers’ is the softball club
here and has 2 women teams and 1
men team. Teams consist of both
students and non-students. With
the start of the new year, our
training sessions are also started.
De ﬁrst 3 months we train indoors,
but afterwards we go out to the
ﬁelds. You are welcome to join one
of our training sessions! It doesn’t
matter whether you never played
before, or you already have
experience. Everybody is welcome!

centrum. Enkele namen: Double U
Blues, BluesBones, Nervous Fellas,
Chicago Hot Rods, Willy B. & the
blue Sparrow, Jan G Blues en Hokum
Stompers. In Loburg is een blues
marathon met Cats on the Corner
en Big Jake and the Two-Timers.
Zondagmiddag is er After Blues: om
drie uur in café XL met Fried Burbon en om half vijf in Café JoJo’s
met Big Jake and the Two-Timers.
Organisator van de blues kroegentocht is Ben van der Swaluw.

INFO: WWW.MATCHMAKERS-WAGENINGEN.NL OR
MAIL HSCMATCHMAKERS@GMAIL.COM

Hoe om te gaan met lastige planten en dieren in natuur en tuin. In
dit college laat bioloog Arnold van
Vliet (WU) u nader kennis maken
met de wereld van teken, wespen,
eikenprocessierupsen, muggen en
hooikoortsplanten, wanneer u zelf
overlast en gezondheidsproblemen
kunt voorkomen of verminderen.

agenda
Weekend 17, 18 en 19 Januari

MOVIE WEEKEND
Arthouse Cinema Movie W organises a special ﬁlm weekend each January: Movie Weekend. In two venues we will screen a selection of
the best ﬁction and documentary
ﬁlms of the last past years, and a
classic with Charly Chaplin! Part of
the ﬁlms are English spoken or English subtitled. Tickets for the ﬁlms
in the Filmzaal are € 7.50, and for
the ﬁlms in the Vensterzaal € 5.–.
Reservations can be made until
one day before the screening via
our website.

MEER INFORMATIE: WWW.BLUESCLUB-XXL.COM

Zondag 19 Januari, 15.00 uur

ZONDAGUNIVERSITEIT BBLTHK

MEER INFO: WWW.BBLTHK.NL

BIJ ONS BEN JE VERZEKERD
ÝÛnYfÛgf\]jkl]mfaf_ÛÛÛ
ÝÛnYfÛZ]dYf_]fZ]`Yjla_af_ÛÛÛ
ÝÛnYfÛhjg^]kkagf]d]Û`mdhÛZabÛhjgZd]e]fÛ
ÝÛZ]dYklaf_k]jna[]

info: www.ac-hop.nl

Subscription?
Would you like to continue reading Resource
after graduating, retiring or leaving your job at
Wageningen UR? For 58 euros you can have more
than 20 issues per year delivered to your door.
See resource.wur.nl/en/page/colophon.

MEER INFO: WWW.BBLTHK.NL

Donderdag 23 januari 20.45 uur

CONCERT SOO CHO JASS UNITED
Pianiste Soo Cho is met Javier Girotto op sopraansax, Sven Happel
op bas en Jasper van Hulten op
drums te gast bij Jazz in Wageningen op het podium in het nieuwe
hotel De Wageningsche Berg.
KAARTEN ZIJN AAN DE ZAAL TE KOOP EN VIA
WWW.JAZZINWAGENINGEN.NL

WWW.MOVIE-W.NL

Zondag 26 Januari, 15.00 uur
Zaterdag 18 en zondag 19 Januari

ZONDAGUNIVERSITEIT BBLTHK

BLUES KROEGENTOCHT

Veel plaagdieren zijn cultuurvolgers. Dat geldt in het bijzonder
voor knaagdieren als ratten en
muizen. Maar welke problemen le-

Wageningse blues kroegentocht
met diverse bands die zaterdagavond optreden in de cafés in het

veren deze dieren wereldwijd op?
Hoe wordt in diverse landen tegen
hen aangekeken? Bastiaan Meerburg, plaagdierexpert aan Wageningen Universiteit, neemt u mee op
een ontdekkingstocht naar de wereld van deze vaak verguisde dieren.
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>>TYPICAL DUTCH

Dog’s best friend
When I was on my way to Lidl, an old lady was shambling along the street with the help of a wheeled walker. To my great surprise there was a kind of cradle in that trolley with a little dog
enjoying the ride.

An old saying: ‘a dog is a man’s best friend’. But who is a dog’s best friend? I think it’s the Dutch.
Having lived here for more than one year, I feel Dutch people sometimes seem to love dogs more
than they love themselves. You see dogs day and night and everywhere from private yards to
trains and parks. The Dutch are known to be keen on sports, and walking the dog must be one of
their favourite forms of exercise. I have already gotten used to people walking their dogs late at
night, although I am still scared by tall, lonely Dutchmen who silently watch their dog on a dark
street.
In China too, we regard the dog as our best friend. We feed our dogs, walk them, talk with them,
but you will never see people put their lovely dog in a cradle and take it shopping. Or walk their
dog in the pouring rain, like I witnessed some days ago. I can safely say that the Dutch love of their
dogs is more constant than the weather. Xu Zhao, Chinese MSc student of Operation Research and Logistics

The Dutch love
of their dogs
is more constant
than the weather

Do you have a nice anecdote about your experience of going Dutch? Send it in! Describe an encounter
with Dutch culture in detail and comment on it brieﬂy. 300 words max. Send it to resource@wur.nl
and earn ﬁfty euro and Dutch candy.
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